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1. Introduction
 

Low-temperature therma1 properties (heat capacity, heat conduc


tivity) of crysta11ine ~erroe1ectrics (sing1~ crysta1s or po1y


crysta11ine) with a diffuse phase transition (PLZT, SBN, PMN,
 

PMT, PSN) resemb1e amorphous 801i-ds, 1 - 11: tltey show excoas
 

heat capacity, roughly proportiona1 to T; T2 dependence of the
 

heat conduotãvã ty beLow 1 IC, and ia plateau neo.r 10 K on the
N 

heat-conductivity temperature dependence. On the contrary, such 

anonm1ies .for terroe1ectrics with a sharp phase transition are 

at 1eas~ essentia1ly srna11er and possibly due to randomly dis

tributed dipolar defects 11 - 13. Thus, no heat conductivity 

p1ateau was detec~ed in'most of these ferroe1ectrics 11 - 13. 

According to recent experiments 14 -'21, 10ng-time energy 

ré1axati-on a1so seems to be a common feature of amorphous 

solids: power re1ease Q(T1,To,t) observed alter rapid coo1ing , 

trom the initial temperature T1 to the final temperature To 

relaxes very ~lowly, rough1y proportionel to_ji1. 

To answer the question about such beha~ur of crysta11ine 

ferroe1ectrics, we bo.ve measured the beat capacity and power 

re1ease of two variouB specimens: polycrysta11ine PbO.915LaO.085. 

(ZrO.65TiO.35)03 (PLZT, mass m = 50.6 g) with a diffuse phase 

transition at Te = 370 K, and a sbarp-phase-transition sing1e 

~rysta1 of ~P04' (KDP, m'= 94.8 g). At the sarne time, we have 

studied the inf1uence of the static e1ectric fie1d on these 

pbenomena in PLZT. Some of tbe pre1iminary results a1ready 

appeared in Ref. 22. 
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2.~ 

At temperatures low enough (To,T1~2 K), long-time relaxat10n 

observed in amorphous solida can be treated Within the standard 

phenomenological tunneling model 23, 24. If one assumes uni~orm 

distribution of two-Ievel systems, 

:P{ L1 , .À.) = P = c onst , , {1 } 

wbere Ã ia the asymmetry energy and À. is the tum1eling 

parameter, the stàndard tunneling theory gives a time dependent 

density of states 

.n{ E. , t)= no{t) = (P/2)ln{4t/ 'Tmin ) (2 ) 

a time dependent heat capacity 

2 2 ct = (7T k B/ 12 )PTln(4t / Lmin) , (3) 

and a correspbnding power release (absorption) after"cooling 

(heating) the system from the equilibrium temperature T1 to 

the temperature To 

. 2 2 - 2 2-1Q(T 1, T , t ) = V(Tr k B/ 24 )P{T1 - Toh , (4)o

where ~ is the energy gap between the two leveIs, ~~ is 

the shortest relaxation time and V 1s the volume of the specimen. 

For higber temperatures, better agreement with experimen

tal data is obtained using the energy 4ependent distribution 

function 19, 20 
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n( E., t) ... €f)/{k:aTb») ·(5 ) n o{t)/{1 +exp{ (E 

where (;f == kBTf and Tb are conatant. Wi th (4), .equations 

(3) and (4) are transformed into 

2 2 - . 
c = (']I k (6 )t B/ 12 ):PI 1(T/T f,Tb)Tln(4t/ 'Tmin ) 

and 

2 2 -( 2 ~ 2 -1Q(T1,To , t ) V(7r kB/ 24)P 12{T1/Tf,Tb)T1 - 12(To/Tf,Tb)To)t 

(7) 

where 

,J00
2

x exp (- x )dx 
I (T/T ,T )=(6/~) 

1 f b (1+eXp(-x»2{1+exp({xT/Tr-1)/(Tb/Tf 
O 

(8)
~/Tf \ 

12(T/Tf.Tb )= 2(Tf/T)2 ~ (T/Tf)Il(T/Tf·Tb)d(T/Tf) • (9 ) 

O 

Moreover, for large t it ia necessary to take' into account 

the maximum tunneling parameter ,\ = À max (and corresponding 

T c ~max). If we assume, instead of (1) , 

CIP( 4, x) :P for c:: ~ T ,max

p{ tA , À) a O (10)for 'T '7 ?:max' 

20we get, for t '7'7 'T
min

, 
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Q(T1,To, t ) c 

vP(~2k~/24)(I2(T1/Tf,Tb)T~-I2(TO/Tf,Tb)T~)t-1exp(-~1Tmax) 

(11 ) 

instead of (7): the usual t-1 dependence is transformed into 

an exponential ~ne for time t ") Tmaxe Up to now, there haa 

been no experimental evidence or such behaviour in amorphous 

solids - real experiments lasted probably toa little compared 
\ 

to T max • 

3. Eeperimental 

First, low-temperature heat capacity and heat release were 

measured in the absence. of electric field. 

The experimental arrangement was the same as in Ref. 26. 

The specimen with the SI germanium thermometric resistor, a 

heater and the contact for the mechanical heat switch (about 

5.5 g of copper, less than 10 mg of glue) h8ngs in the calo

rimeter on 4 kapron threads (0.13 mm in diameter, 30 mm long). 

The heat capacity measurements were quite standard. During 

the heating of the specimen, the temperature of the body of 

the calorimeter TK was regulated to be approximately the same 

. as the rising temperature T of the specimen. 

For heat release study, the resietance drift R of the 

thermometer was measured as a function of time t after cooling 

the specimen from the equilibrium temperature T1 (where the 

specimen »emained at least for 10 hours) to To. The correspond

ing power released was then determined from the directly measur

9' 
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ed power release Qm' the heat leak QA apd the heat background 

QB as 

Q(T1,TO'~) = Qm - QA - QB (12) 

where 

Qm = Re/( aR/ dT} , (13) 

QA = A(TK - T) • (14 ) 

o is the heat capacity of the specimen, aR/ aT is the 

sensi:ivity of the thermometer, and A is the coupling cons

tant between the specimen and the body of the calorimeter. 

Usually, TK ~ T • The parameters A and QB w~re determined 

experimentally. 

The accuracy of the ~easurement ia limited by the time 1 
fluctuationS of QB' approximately equal to 100 pW. 

Since neither significant heat-capacity anomalies nor 

heat release were observed in KDP, the electrical field influ

ence was studied for PLZT only. Tbin layers of aluminium 

paste (their total mass was 0.16 g), deposited on the upper 

and lower bases of the specimen, form the electrodes. Before 

the experiment, the specimen was kept in static ~lectric 

field (4.0 kV/cm) at 200 00 (T ~ 10000) for two hours andc 
cooled down slowly (in the fiel~) to the room temperature. 

Then, after switching of! the field, the copper foil.with the 

thermometer, hester and contact to ~he h~at ffWitch was glued 

to the specimen. Alter cooling to helium temperatures, the 
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heat capacity and the power release were mea~ed for various 

electric fieId strengths (E c o, 1.7 kV/cm, 2.2 kV/cm, 

2.6 kV/cm, 3.5 kV/cm, 4.3 kV/cm) again. The power released 

after BWitching on and off the electric field was also studied 

at variouà temperatures. 

4. Results 

4.1 Heat capacitl 

The results 01' our heat capacity measurements are shown in 

fig. 1~ In agreement with previous experiments 5, PLZT heat 

capacity cantains a rather large term roughly proportional to 

the temperature at T < 3 K. Th1s anomaly appeared to be a 

littIe smaller after the heat treatment of the specimen in 

electric field, and ismuch smaller in KDP. Assuming 

c = aT + bT3 , (15) 

we get a = (3.1 ± 0.2) )-<J/gK2, b = (0.8 ± 0.2) f'-J/gK4 for 

PLZT before the treatment, a c (2.5 ± 0.2)jUJ/gK2, b = (0.8 ± 
0.2)~J/gK4 for PLZT after the treatment, and a = (0.5 ± 

2,0.,,1)pJ/gK b = (2.05 ±0.10)~J/gK4 for KDP. 

Heat capacity measurements in the static electric field 

(E ~ 4.) kV/cm) show~d no measurable in!luence of the field 

. on the heat capacf, ty data. 

.. 
4.2 Heat release 

No heat release was observed in the KDP single crystal; more 

accurately, the power measured 10 minutes after the beg1nning 

of the cooling 'from T1 = 10 K to To =1.) K equaled the heat 

.? 
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c/T 3,,uJT9 K4 
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T,K 

2 3 4 5 
Fig. 1. Heat capacity 01' the specimens 

~~- PLZT befóre-the heat treatment in the électric 

field, E = o 
O - PLZT after the heat treatment in the electric ) 

field, E =O 

• - PLZT after the heat treatment in the electric 

field, E = 4.3 kV/cm 

O - KDP. 

background within the accuracy '01' our measurements. (The time 

of the cooling was about 5 minutes.) 

The specific heat release q e Q/m in PLZT befóre the 

treatment for various initial temperatures T1, and To = 1.3 K 

ia shown in fig. 2. The procedure was as follows: after the 

relaxation was completed at 1.3 K, the specimen was succesively 

heated to various T1 and kept at this temperature for t H =10 h 

(open dots) or t H = 5 min (fuII dots); after another cooling 
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Fig. 2.	 Relsxation of the specific heat relesse in PLZT at 

~ = 1~3 K for various initial T1 (before the heat 

'treatment) 

o - t H = 10 h, 1 - T1 = 1.49 K, 2 - T1 = 2.01 K, 

3 - T1 = 2.66 K, 4 - T1 =3.05 K, 5 - T1 = 4.20 K, 

6 - T1 = 6.15 K, 7 - T1 ='10.0 K, 8 - T1 = 13.0 K• 

.. ~ t H.= 5 min., TH = 4.2 K 

~ - t H = 10 h, T1 = 35 K 
1exp(-t/Full curves:	 íL ) ' rc accordingq = qot- max max 

to the inset, qo .~ccording to fig. 3 (open dots) 

~: O - before the heat treatment 

~ - after the heat treatment. 

to 1.3 K, the time dependence of t) was meas~'ed9(T1,1.3 K, 

~am. 

For lmv T1, heat release q increases with T1• Above 

13 K, q ia T1 independente Whereas q is proportional to t-1 

for not too large t, it decreases exponentially in time for 

~ 

'1 

8 
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~ 

large t at variance with vitreou8 8ilica 17 and amorphous 

metals 18 - 20. Experimental points lie on the curves 

q = q t - 1exp (- t / :max) ,	 (16)o

surprisingly well corresponding to (11), if P = P/ ~ = m 
1.45·1038/Jg, where ~ ia the densi ty of the specimen, 

(smaller value P of Ref. 22 ia the result of fitting withm 
equation (7) witbout taking into account exp{-10' min/7 ax) I: 1),m

= 7.5 K, = O, and valu~s ~max accordTf Tb of T1-dependent
 
ing to the inset in fig. 2. The heat release after the treat


ment is smaller for the same T1 , To for not too large t (fig. 3).
 

yíelding P = 1.2·1038/Jg, and Tf, Tb, Tmax. being unchangeü,
m 
We have not observed any influence of the electric field 

on relaxation, when both the cooling trom T1 to To and the 

1;2-T. , K22

qo' nW.min/g
3 

o 100 200 

Fig. 3. qo for various T1~0 = 1.3 K) 

O - qo befor-e the beat treatment, • - qo after the 

beat treatment, 1 - (11) with P = 1.45·1038/Jg, 
m 

Tf = 7.5 K, Tb = O, 2 - (11) witb P = 1.20·1038/Jg, 
m 

Ti = 7.5 K, Tb = O, 3 - (4) with Pm c 1.45·1038/Jg. 
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heat re1ease measurements were performed in the fie1d. (This 

corresponds to the fi~ld independence of the heat c~pacity). 

On the other hand. a 10ng-time heat re1ease wes observod 

after switching on or off the fie1d at a definite temperature 

No. variations of fie1d induced long-time re1axation were 

observed. when the measuring temperature was changed from 1.)5 K 

to 3 K. 

(fig. 4). The re1ease is observed in both cases (switchíng on 

and off). and its va1ues are the same for the same absolute 

va1ue of fie1d change (except the re1ease after the first 

fie1d change) with a good reproducibi1ity of the results. For 

examp10. curve 1 in fig. 4 (heat re1ease after changing the 

fie1d.from O to 1.72 kV/cm and vice versa) was measured ten 

times and a11 experimental points agree within , 10 per 

cent. Only the heat relesse after the first fie1d change 

(either switching on or switching off) after the coo1ing was 

about 50 per cent 1arger. 

103 1'--.... q,pW/g 

102 

10' 

10° I ,y ) ),) ) 

1 10 100 

Fig. 4.	 Relaxation of the heat re1ease after switching on or 

off the electric fie1d at 1.3 K 

O - E =	 1.7 kV/cm, • - E = 2.2 kV/cm, 6. - E = 2.6 kV/ 

Â. - E =	 ).5 kV/cm, O - E = 4.) kV/cm 

Fu11 curves: (16) with qo(E) and ~max(E) acc9rding 

to figs. 6,7; 1 - E = 1.7 kV/cm, 2 - E = 2.2 kV/cm, 

) - E = 2.6 kV/cm, 4 - E = ).5 kV/cm, 5 - E = 4.) kV/cm. 

~ 

:l 
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The total heat re1eased during the first two m~inutes after 

1(1, 

IJ 
., 

an e1ectr~c fie1d change O ~ E or E ~ O is shown in fig. 

Since this heat is partia1ly due to the usual die1ectric 

10sses, it is essentia11y 1arger when the fie1d is switched 

5. 

~ ! off because of sma11er time conatant than at switching it on. 

'Any inf1uence of the e1ectric fie1d on the background power 

was not seen. 

The time dependence of the fie1d-induced 10ng-time power 

release is similar to that induced by changing the temperatur~ 

(fig. 2): time dependence 

q(E,t) = q<>(E)t-1 exp(-t/ 'Tmax:) • (17 ) 

30 Ir---------------, 

âQC2min),j.JJ 

20 

10 /./
~ 

.•/ 

~ E2
, KV2/ cm 2 

o 10 20 

Fig. 5. Total heat re1eased during the first two minutes after 

the e1ectric fie1d switching 

O - after switching off, <I - after swi tching on; 

1 - 6Q 
2 2 

= 0.a6E " 2 - ÓQ = 1.)1E, [l'.Q) = )-'J, 

(E) = kV/cm. 

~·l,I 
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100 

50 

E,KV/cm 

0123456 
Fig. 6. Field dependence ofJ:roax 

Full curve: 't"max = 2)E, 
("lmax1 ;: mí.n, , (E J = kV/cl1l. 

qo' nW·min/g 

1,0 ~ /0 

o 

0,5 

E2 , 

10 

KV2/cm2 

20 
Ptg. 7. Field dependence of qo 

Full curve: qo EnWminle J ;: 
60~ [kV2/ cm2 J. 

analogous to (11), gives a good fit to the experimental data 

(fig. 4) with ~max proportional to E (fig. 6) and qo(E) 

proportional to Ef (fig. 1). 

5. Discussion 

The PLZT heat capacity contains a rather large term roughly 

proportional to T, of the same order of magnitude as in vitre
. 28 

ous silica (a ~ 1.2~J/~(2). Since the dependence of the 

param~ter Pm on ~min is not strong, we bave tried to 

~stimate P trom (6) using vitreous silica ~min = 4.5 xm 
10-10T- 3s ec, [T] ;: K 26. We have obtained P =7.2·1038/Jg. 

m 
It ia difficult to choose between (3) and (6), when Tf 

ia large. With Tf = 7.5 K for PLZT, more detailed analyais 22 

showa fit with (6) ia really better than with (3). 

For t «T , the power release is proportional to t-1• 
max

Using T1 dependeüce of the power release for small T1, we get 

P ;: 1.45·1038/Jg, five timea smaller value than that from heat m 
capacity measurements. This resemblea vitreou~ silica data, 

Q' , 
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where heat-capacity Pm is about ~7ice as large as the power

release Pro. 

Equation (7), resp. (11) agree with the experimentai data 

well even for higher T1 (figs. 2,3). The corresponQing Tf 
7.5 K is smaller than that for vitreous ailica (1310 and 

for amorphous FeaoB14Si6 (20 K) or C069Fe4.5Cr2Si2.5B22 (24 K). 

·Similarly to amorphous metaIs 19, 20 and epoxy resin 21, 

relaxation at To> Tf/1 O ia faater than according to the stan

dard tunneli~ theory. For inatance, 1.J K hea~ release after 

tu ;: 5 mãn at TU =4.5 K ia almost the same as after tu = 10 

houra at the Bsme TU (aee fig. 2). According to the phenorneno

logical expression for the ratio of power relesse aft~r a short 

heating time t H at TU to that after a very long (tH --"'" 00 , 

TH =T ) heating time, developed for amorphoua metaIs 19, 20,1

r =Q(TH,To,tH,t)/Q(T1,To,t) = (1+(t/tH)f(TU)/f(To)}-1, 

where 

f(T) exp(-6T/Tf)C' 

we get r ;: 0.87 for PLZT (Tf ;: 7.5 K) when T = 4.5 K, To 1.3 K, 

t H =5 min., t = 10 mine This value ia very close to the 

experimental r;: 0.86 ± 0.05. 

Taking all these fac ta into account, it seems reasonable 

to conclude that the low-temperature behaviour of PLZT ia a 

typical behaviour of an amorphous structure. 

On the óther hand, such glassy properties are absent in 

KDP: no long-time relaxation is observed, and the T term of 

the heat capacity is much smaller. Such result corresponds well 

13 



to the eonelusion of Gmelin ~t ale 12, 13 and Yúreo et ale 10 

that the glassy-like behaviour is really observed for ferro

eleetries wlth diffuse phase transition only. 

PLZT signifieantly differs from amorphous solids in the 

possibility - up to now unique - of 'Lmax determination, 

studying the heat release at t ~ ~max. According to the ex

perimental data, shown in the inset in fig. 2, rtmax is pro

portio~l to T1 for T1 < Tf, and is indepenàent of T1, if 

T1 >Tf : the 'level systems with maximum relaxation time are 

those wi th maxirnum en~rgy E.1 = kBT1• Aecording to distribu

tion (5), systems with, E.1 > Ef are absent and 'Tm ' ax 
eorresponding to E.f = kBTf, is T1 independent for T1 :> Tf• 
Experimental ~max are at least 100 times larger in vitreous 

silica 17, amorphous meta13 18 - 20 or epoxy resin 21 than 

for PLZT. It WQuld be of interest to eheek this feature in 

otber ferroelectrics with the diffuse phase transition (SBN, 

PSN, P,ZT, PMN). The ferroelectric (KBr)1_x(KCN)x is an interest

ing erystalline system, too. For 0.25 -s x ~ 0.7, a glassy 

bebaviour of the low-temperature neat eonduetivity and heat 

ea~aeity including its time dependence bas been observed in 

good agreement witb (6) for 10-4 sec ~ t ~ 10 see 10. 

Tbe treatment witb cooling tbe specimen in atatic electz~e 

field through the temperature Te of tbe pbase transition re

sults in a small effeet only: botb the beat eapacity linear 

term and the beat release at time not toa large are about 20 

per eent amaller. So, tbe electrie field (and/or possibly the 

tempering the specimen) influences equally two-level systems 

with both sbort and long relaxation time. However, the changes 

are not large enough to allow syatematic study of the field 

". 
!l 
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influenee on the phase transition, our field E = 4 kV/cm is 

probably too small to influenee the polarization structure 

significantly. 

No influence of the electric field on the characteristics 

of the two-level systems has been found: neither the heat ca

:l paeity, nor the power release depends on the external electric 
I 

!ield at least for E ~ 4.3 kV/em. 

On the other hand, long-time relaxation observed after 

mvitching on or off the field indicates that the electricI field changes involve changes in the charge distribution via ion 

tunneling. At the same time, only tunneling with large rela

xation time takes part in this: heat release: neglecting usuaL 

dielectric losses, we obtain a lower limit for the effective 

~min from the measurement of the total heat AQ(2 min.) 

released in the time interval 'l"min ~ t ~ 2 mín, , if extra

polating t-1 dependence of power release to ~min: 

2 mine 

LlQ(2 ~n.) Jq(E)~-ldt q(E)ln(2 min./ L min ) (18) 

'T min 

Lmin ") 2 mine • exp(- âQ/qo) ~ 1 sec (19 ) 

according to figs. 5 and 7. 

Nevertheless, the same time dependence of the heat relesse 

after rapid cooling und after electric field chonge for large 

t indicate that the mechanisms of both relaxation processes 

are similar. However, a more detailed theore~ical analysis is 

necessary for better understanding. 

]5 



6'.	 Conclusions 

1. Long-time low-temperature heat relaiation typical of amor

phous solids has been observed in the polycrystalline ferro~ 

electric PLZT. 

For sufficiently low temperatures T1 < 2 K and To = 1.3 K, 

experimental beat release agrees with the standard tunneling 

theory well. It enables one to determine the distribution 

parameter of two-level systems Pro = 1.45·1038/Jg, wh~ch is 

about' five times smaller than the value calctüated from heat 

capacity measurements. 

T	 dependenc~'of power release for T1 > 2 K (To = 1.3 K)1 

can be understood within.the modified version of the tunneling 

model, assuming the existence of a maximum energy Gf/kB = 

7.5 K in the distribution function of the density of states, 

which is not far from the corresponding t valuea of variousf 
emorphous solids (1} K ~Tf ~ 24 K). 

For To> 1.3 K, tbe relaxation is iester than according to 

the standard modele A similar behaviour was found for glaases, 

too. 

For large meaauring time, the typical amorphous t-1 de

pendence is transformed into an exponential one. The maximum 

relaxation t.iroe 'l:"max is proportional to T1 for T1 < 7.5 K 

and independent of T1 for T1 > 7.5 K. The maximum relaxation 

time 7:max ~ 3 houz-s (T1 = Tf, To = 1.3 K) ia esaentially 

smaller than in amorphous solids. 

2. The excess heat capacity of KH2P04 is much smaller 

than that of PLZT, and long-time beat relaxation was not ob

serv~d. These results agree with the hypothesis that only those 

:? 
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pure ferroelectrics whose phase transition ia diffuSe show a 

glassy behaviour. 

3. The power release and the excess heat capacity of 

PLZT decreases by about 20 per cent after cooling tbe sample 

from 2000C to room temperature in an electric field E = 4.0 

kV/cm. 

Applying an electric fi~ld (E ~ 4.3 kV/cm) at low tempe

ratures no cbanges in either the power release q(E,T,t) or 

the heat capacity were detected. '. 

4. Long·time heat relaxation wos observed after an elec

tric field was switched on or off at a certain temperature. 

As in the case of relaxation after cooling, t-1 dependence of 

q(E,T,t) after field change is transformed into an exponential 

one for large t. The maximum relaxation time T max ia propor

tional to E; q(E,T,t) ia proportional to E2 and does not depend 

on T (1.1 K ~ T « 310. 
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CanHHr C., Kona4 H., CanHHr A. E8-87-499 
3KcnepHMeHTanbHOe H3y4eHHe anHAHHA 3neKTPH4eCKOrO nonA 
Ha HH3KOTeMnepaTypHyO MeAOeHHYO penaKCa4HO a KPHCTannH4eCKHX 
CerHeT03neKTPHKaX 

6wnH npoaeAeHW KanopHMeTpH4eCKHe H3MepeHHA nonHKpHCTannH4eCKOrO 
Pbo,e,sLao,oae(Zro,eeTio,3s)03 npH renHeawx TeMOepaTypax a 3neKTPH4eCKOM no
ne E(O ~ T ~ 4,3 Ka/cM). TennoawAeneHHe nocne oxna*AeHHA OT T

1
(1,3K ~ T

1 
~ 

~ 35K) AO To= 1,3K nOAoOHO Ha6noAaeMOMY a aMO~HWX MeTannax H AH3neKTPHKaX, 
3KcnepHMeHTanbHWe pe3ynbTaTw He cornacyoTCA CO CTaHAaPTHOH TYHHenbHOH MO
AenbO. Ha6noAaeMOe TennoawAeneHHe o6~ACHAeTcA npeAnono*eHHeM cy~ecTaoaaHHA 
MaKCHManbHOH 3HeprHH 't a ~YHK4HH pacnpeAeneHHA. HaKCHManbHoe apeMA penaKca-
4HH rmax 3aaHCHT OT T,. noAo6Hoe TennoaWAeneHHe Ha6nOAanocb nocne aKno4eHHA 
HnH BWKn04eHHA 3neKTPH4eCKOro nOnA, OHO He 3aBHCHT OTT a o6naCTH 1,1~~3K 
H nponop4HOHanbHo E2

, a MaKCHManbHoe apeMA penaKca4HH nponop4HOHanbHO E. 
B MOHOKPHCTanne KH2P0~ TennoawAeneHHe He Ha6noAanocb. 

Pa6oTa awnonHeHa a fla6opaTOPHH AAepHwx npo6neM OHRH. 

OpenpHHT 06UAIDieHHoro IDicnrryTa 11.118pHhllt HCCJJ8AOB8HHH • .lly6Ha 1987 

Sahllng s., Kola~ H., Sahl lng A. 
Experimental Study of Electric Field Influence 

E8-87-499 

on Low-Temperature Long-Time Relaxation In Crystalline 
Ferroelectrlcs 

Calorimetric measurements with polycrystalllne Pbo.e,eLao.oae· 
·(Zro.aeTio.3e)03 were performed at helium temperatures In electric field E 
(0 ~ E ~ 4.3 kV/cm). Heat release after cooling from T1 (1.3 K ~ T, ~ 35 K) 
to To= 1.3 K is very similar to that in amorphous metals and dielectrics. 
Experimental results disagree with the standard tunneling model. The obser
ved heat release may be explained assuming the existence of a maximum energy 
't in the distribution function. The maximum relaxation time tmax was found 
as a function ofT,. A similar heat release Is observed after switching on 
or off the electric field, Independent ofT for 1.1 K ~ T S 3 K, proportio
nal to E

2 
with rmax - E. No heat release was observed In the KH2PO~ single 

crystal. 

The Investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of Nuclear 
Problems, JINR. 
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